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Background 
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Royal Canadian Navy 
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Foreign Affairs 

Canada, at HQ Abroad 

Defence relations with USA (3 yrs) Vietnam during the war (15 mos.) 

Arms Control & Disarmament (4 yrs) Former Yugoslavia & Bulgaria 

during Cold War (3 yrs) 

Director of Special Foreign Intelligence 

(3 yrs) 

Geneva: Multilateral Negotiations 

Committee on Disarmament (2 

yrs) 



Defining Arms Control and Disarmament 

Disarmament 

• elimination or reduction of a type of weapon  

• Arms Control 

• a lessening of the risk in the use of the weapon in question 

• a constraining of a part of a weapons system (e.g. controlling 

fissile material used for nuclear weapons) 

• and can even mean the lessening of the suffering involved in 

the use of a weapon  



Basic Thoughts: Arms Control and Disarmament 

• Part of homo sapiens search for security has been  

• to produce weapons of more and more destructive power  

• Another form of this search for security has been  

• to increase defence expenditures to take ever greater 

proportions of societies’ expenditures 



More Basic Thoughts: 

• But, with the advent of nuclear weapons,  

• humans’ own annihilation has become possible. 

• By negotiating Arms Control and Disarmament measures 

• a government can  

• INCREASE its country’s security 

• by spending LESS 

 



Arms Control and Disarmament (ACD) 

• ACD agreements should normally include verification 

arrangements, e.g. 

• by satellite, or by an agreement that includes specific 

procedures.  

• A good ACD agreement should increase the confidence 

among the parties involved. 

 

 



History: Arms Control and Disarmament 
USA and former USSR 

After years of discussions about the means to curb the arms race 

• Talks began in Helsinki November 17, 1969 

• Early Years: Strategic Arms Limitation Treaties  

• SALT I and SALT II 

• Interim Agreement on Offensive Arms  

• The ABM Treaty 

 



History: USA and former USSR 

• The Clinton and Bush Years:  

• Moving Past the START and the ABM Treaty 

• START III Framework for Strategic Offensive Forces 

• Ballistic Missile Defenses and the ABM Treaty 

• The Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty 

 



History: USA and former USSR 

• The Obama Administration:  

• New START 

• Pursuing an Agreement 

• Treaty Provisions 

 



Multilateral Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty 

• Non-proliferation Treaty 

• Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty 

• Fissile Material Production Cutoff Treaty 



European Conventional Arms Control, 
Weapons Control and Elimination Conventions 

• Chemical Weapons Convention 

• Biological Weapons Convention 

• The Arms Trade Treaty 

• Controlling the Use of Antipersonnel Landmines 

• Cluster Munitions 

 



Canada’s special interest: chemical weapons 

1915 (during WWI)  

 

• German troops used chlorine gas against Canadian troops in 
Ypres, France 

 

• Among the casualties were 6500 Canadians, killed and 
wounded 
 



Chemical Weapons 1925 

Geneva Protocol adopted by the League of Nations:  

• Treaty bans the use of chemical and biological agents in 

war  

• but does not prohibit the development, production, or 

stockpiling of such weapons.  

•This is a toothless agreement.  

• With no verification arrangements.  

• It is commonly believed that the main reason CW were 

not used in WWI is because both sides had them. 



Canada  1993 

 

•Defensive amounts of chemical weapons kept since 1915  

• has maintained this expertise  

•was especially active in the negotiations of the Chemical Weapons 

Convention signed in 1993 

• A multilateral treaty that requires, within a certain timeframe  

• the ultimate destruction of chemical weapons and  

• prohibition of development, production, stockpiling and use 

of chemical weapons 

 

 



Discussion 

• two questions for possible discussion: 

a) how to include China in future talks, and  

b) what may be behind Russia’s recent comments about 

applying hypersonic speeds to its strategic missiles.. 



Spare slides 



This symbol, now known internationally as the 

peace symbol, was first used by British anti-

nuclear activists to protest Mutually Assured 

Destruction.  

1958 

Anti-nuclear activism 



I've been trying to figure out for ages how to combine both nuclear  

and peace symbols in a cartoon which is a play on  

Mutually Assured Destruction.   

Mutually Assured Peace 



HOBBES:  HOW COME WE PLAY WAR AND NOT PEACE? 

CALVIN:  TOO FEW ROLE MODELS. 

CALVIN:  I’LL BE THE FEARLESS AMERICAN DEFENDER OF LIBERTY AND 

  DEMOCRACY … 

  AND YOU CAN BE THE LOATHSOME, GODLESS, COMMUNIST 

  OPPRESSOR. 

CALVIN:  WE’RE AT WAR, SO IF YOU GET HIT WITH A DART, YOU’RE  

  DEAD AND THE OTHER SIDE WINS, OK? 

HOBBES:  GOTCHA. 

 



CALVIN: KIND OF A STUPID GAME, ISN’T IT? 


